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What’s Up With The Owl?

Meet the Eurasian
Eagle-Owl:
Opgal’s Official Mascot

Owls, of course, do not see in infrared, but
they are part of a small group of birds that
live nocturnally. Unlike other species, owls
do not use echolocation to guide them in
low-light situations. They use their eyes to
see beyond the visible.
Owls are known for their disproportionally
large eyes. They cannot move them, so
instead, owls swivel their heads through an
angle of up to 270° to view their surroundings.
They come with a built-in Pan & Tilt system.
Also, owls have the most frontally placed
eyes among all avian groups, which gives
them the largest binocular field of view. They
use a unique set of optics to see in the dark
with a focused field of view.
The best part is that the primary nocturnal
function in an owl’s vision is due to its large
focal length. Retinal image brightness is
maximized within secondary neural functions,
making the owl’s nocturnal eyesight far
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superior to that of its prey. They use their own
proprietary image processing techniques.

But why the Eurasian Eagle-Owl?
Well, this particular owl is most common in
Europe and Asia – where we operate at large.
It makes its home in irregular and diverse
topography. These owls live in almost every
climatic and environmental condition on the
Eurasian continent, from northern coniferous
forests to the edge of vast deserts. Like
our cameras, the Eagle-Owl can tackle any
environment and any weather.
Last, but certainly not least, is the Eagle-Owl’s
unique eye color. While most closely related
species generally have yellowish irises, our
mascot boasts a stunning pair of brightorange irises.
Now you know the story behind our brand!
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DUSK TILL
DAWN
AWARENESS
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The only defensible war is a
war of defense.
Gilbert K. Chesterton

Copyright 2021 © Opgal Optronic Industries Ltd. All rights reserved.
The data contained in this document is proprietary to Opgal Optronic Industries Ltd. It is disclosed to the receiving party
only for the sole purpose stated herein, and shall not be disclosed by the receiving party to any third party, and shall not
be duplicated, used or disclosed in whole or in part for any purpose other than the purpose specifically stated.
This publication, or any parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form without the express written permission of
Opgal Optronic Industries Ltd.
All product specifications are subject to change without notice.
Images are for illustration only.
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We must look beyond the visible and leverage technology to our
advantage.
Since the early dawn of man, innovations have brought light, heat,
and protection. Our goal remains the same, only now we use light
and heat beyond that of a burning campfire: we use thermal imaging.
Let us gather around the IR sensor as we tell you all about how we
help bring the invisible into light with technological innovation and
an unwavering vision towards the future.

Hindsight is 2020

Foresight is 2021
2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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The year 2020 was full of trials and tribulations, the biggest
one being the COVID-19 pandemic, which directly impacted
worldwide projects. The Coronavirus outbreak brought on
countless challenges, and the global economy had to adapt
to respond to a new kind of an invisible threat quickly.
As we enter the year 2021, the world is not as we once knew it.
The world is learning to live with lockdowns, quarantine, hyper
hygienic awareness, social distancing, and an economic state
of stagnation. New challenges arise as we take our first steps
into a new normal, a new level of personal safety and security.

Ehud Dinerman
President & CEO
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Opgal offers sophisticated cost effective thermal imaging
solutions using the newest technology, helping to keep military
vehicles relevant longer, and troops safer.
Our electro-optical components sit at the heart of hundreds
of thousands of thermal-imaging based systems around the
world. Tested in the air, on land, and at sea, they have proven
themselves reliable and resilient for decades. With 40 years
of field-proven experience, countless projects, and numerous
collaborations, we are always seeking new frontiers into which
we can venture.

Opgal’s primary duty has always been to the safety and security
of its customers. In 2020, we came to see our mission in a new
light. We utilize our vast experience, expertise, and pioneering
infrared technology to defend against invisible danger, whether
symptoms of a manifesting disease, an invading drone, a
simmering fire hazard, or armed intruders.

In times of great global efforts to better lives, livelihood, and
longevity, I call onto any organization interested in bettering
safety, defense, and security through technological innovation
to join hands with us in this crucial endeavor.

Today, outdated armored vehicles are still deployed daily to
worldwide hot-spots. Between budget cuts and the need for
functional armored vehicles, armed forces need effective,
affordable options to keep their fleets up to date, and to give
their crews an advantage. In response to this need,

Thermally yours,
Ehud Dinerman
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About Opgal
Opgal is a key global provider of thermal imaging systems and 24/7 all-weather
surveillance and observation solutions.
Leveraging forty years of experience in the
predominantly exclusive thermal imaging market,
Opgal uses its vast field expertise to create highperformance electro-optic observation systems for
various applications. Our feature-rich, modular, and
ruggedized products stand the test of time under
diverse weather and harsh conditions.
In response to the growing need for clear thermal
vision at an affordable price, Opgal offers a unique
suite of Situational Awareness (SA), Local Situational
Awareness (LSA), and Driver Vision Enhancer (DVE)
products and retrofits that are all ITAR/EAR free. These
solutions have been developed to assist in increasing
crew survivability in armored vehicles in both urban
and open environments.

Opgal also offers long-range sights using the newest
high-sensitivity uncooled technology and sophisticated
telescopic systems. These long and very long range
single and multi-sensor systems fit on-deck needs for
RCWS’s, forward observer, and pintle-mount weapon
systems.

Commitment
To Excellence

Opgal is committed to excellence in the development
of advanced thermal solutions in a variety of spectral
ranges. Opgal’s Management Team puts the highest
emphasis on customer satisfaction, and invests
substantial resources to assure all products meet
the highest quality and reliability standards.

Our off-the-shelf and customizable solutions provide
clear thermal imaging 24/7 in a variety of weather
conditions, including fog, rain, and dust, for less than
the cost of most cooled thermal core upgrades.
With a impressive repertoire of active projects
worldwide, we are looking forward to the next
challenge.

CONTACT US

info@opgal.com

Will YOUR project be next?

Commitment
To Quailty

Opgal makes every effort to better understand
customer needs and expectations and to ensure that
its products meet the relevant legal requirements,
industry standards and contractual specifications.
Accordingly, a Quality Management System has been
implemented to meet the AS 9100:2015 requirements
for Aviation, Space and Defense Organizations
(incorporating also the ISO 9001:2016 requirements).
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For 40 years, Opgal has been
creating long-term partnerships
to provide high-end thermal
imaging solutions. Our
four guiding principles are
innovation, quality, variety, and
service to our valued customers.

INNOVATION

QUALITY

Opgal is known for its pioneering thermal imaging
solutions, with many technological breakthroughs
and industry-firsts in its portfolio.

When it comes to security, safety, or defense,
accuracy is critical. Reliable imaging systems and
high image quality are not just core values − they
are at the very heart of our business.

Our innovation is fueled by our close partnerships
and decades of research, development, and
manufacture of infrared imaging systems.

Our products have been field-tested under the
most demanding conditions, meeting the highest
international standards.

VARIETY

SERVICE

Opgal’s imaging technologies span
through the whole visible and infrared spectrum.

Opgal focuses on listening and understanding our
customers’ business challenges.

Our off-the-shelf and custom-made products offer
our customers an array of solutions for various
applications.

Our prompt provision of hands-on advice and
support make us unique in the industry.

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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Company History
Born on the 4th of July, 1982
Close to forty years have
passed since we developed our
first thermal imager, Midron
Adom (translated as Red
Slope), back in 1982.
Opgal started in a small shed
in Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems’ backyard, and we’ve
only grown from there.

1986

1991

2004

”Midron Adom”

Flir Night Targeting System

DVE & SA System

Deployed on Israeli borders

Supplied to the US Navy

Deployed on leading Israeli tanks
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Our Vision

Our Mission

Our vision is all about YOUR vision. We strive to see
thermal imaging solutions light up the way of our
customers.

Our mission is to be YOUR professional team of
choice, offering quality surveillance solutions based
on a customer-oriented approach and applicationbased needs.

We will use our vast experience and field-proven
expertise to better the safety and security of our
clients, by providing customized thermal imaging
solutions to keep people and assets safe and secure
– come rain or shine.

We will provide a quality product, on time and within
budget, while nurturing long-term partnerships built
on consideration, trust, open communication, integrity,
and professionalism.

2009

2017

2018

Awarded the ”Israeli Defense Prize”

SWIR-based DVE

360º SA Thermal System

For a significant contribution in the development of the
“Maamin” system

Superb night-time driving enhancement for armored vehicles

Complete 360º situational awareness for armored vehicles
ensuring visibility 24/7 and the safety of the crew

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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Our Product Line

DEFENSE

SECURITY

AVIATION

INDUSTRIAL

OEM Solutions

Ranging from tactical thermal
imagers and weapon sights,
through Driver Vision Enhancers,
to Local Situational Awareness
systems, Opgal’s military-grade
thermal imaging technology
meets the needs of integrators,
OEMs, and end-users worldwide.

Securing sites requires 24/7
surveillance. Opgal’s high-end
thermal perimeter security
cameras provide unprecedented
situational awareness, allowing
security forces to detect and
identify possible threats, day or
night, and under harsh visibility
conditions.

Our FAA-approved wide-spectrum
infrared cameras provide pilots
with a clear Head-Up Display
image of realtime landscape and
runway obstructions normally
undetectable by the naked eye at
night or in bad weather.

Opgal is a global producer of
groundbreaking Optical Gas
Imaging (OGI) technology. Our
OGI cameras detect and quantify
fugitive gas emissions, inspect
possible leaks, and prevents
disaster before it happens.

With its small adjustable
dimensions, and optional
compatible lenses, our OEM and
Open Frame Camera solutions
are highly versatile, modular, and
can be seamlessly integrated into
any system.
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Although our prospect is peace, our policy and purpose are to
provide for defense by all those means to which our resources
are competent.
Thomas Jefferson
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Defense Product Line
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LOCAL SITUATIONAL AWARENESS & DRIVER VISION ENHANCERS
On the battlefield, being able to maneuver a vehicle regardless of visibility
conditions can make the difference between mission failure and success. Opgal’s
experienced defense team specializes in providing armored vehicle retrofits and
upgrades that enhance survivability. Our lines of LSA’s and DVE’s offer wide fields
of view, enabling driving in complete darkness or low visibility situations. The
thermal image feed is not affected by explosions, improving crew capabilities.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS & SIGHTS FOR WEAPON STATIONS
Offering enhanced situational awareness and surveillance capabilities, these
solutions enable clear line-of-sight and accurate target acquisition. Combat proven,
our ruggedized devices can be adapted to many different platforms allowing
exceptional thermal imaging performance in various environments.

UPGRADE SOLUTIONS
With decades of experience and a proven record of systems innovation, Opgal’s
OEM thermal imaging solutions for military applications allow you to harness the
power of thermal imaging for all your defense needs. Our customizable solutions
for armored vehicle upgrades offer improved survivability and situational awareness
in today's modern battlefield environments.

4
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Military Thermal Imaging For Defense Applications
Opgal’s battle proven military thermal imaging defense
solutions conform to the strictest military standards for
deployment on land, sea, and air. Opgal offers thermalimaging solutions for both OEM applications and
end users, ranging from thermal cores to completely
integrated thermal-imaging cameras, systems, and
subsystems. Opgal’s technology is based on an open
architecture, which makes it suitable for applications

such as thermal scopes, weapon sights and stations,
gimbals, UAVs, naval observation, IR sensors, and
driver vehicle enhancers (DVEs) for tanks and military
vehicles. Opgal partners with end users to develop
customized solutions that address specific military
and defense objectives.

Opgal’s military thermal imaging solutions
conform to the strictest military standards and
can be used for a variety of applications including
armored vehicle retrofits, driving enhancement,
local situational awareness, weapon stations,
and OEM solutions.

Solid Workmanship

40 Years Field Experience

Effectiveness in Action

01

02
Armored Vehicle Retrofits

Driving Vision Enhancement

Learn more about thermal imaging
camera solutions for the modernization
and enhancement of armored vehicle
operational capabilities.

Military thermal cameras provide and
maintain clear sight day or night, which
can significantly increase your crew’s
survivability.

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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03

04
Local Situational Awareness

Weapon Stations and Sights

Driving at night and in impaired weather
is no match for Opgal’s military thermal
cameras that provide wide FOV’s and
enhanced LSA.

High-sensitivity long-range military
thermal imaging systems help you
identify targets and respond to threats
from great distances.
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OEM Solutions

Upgrade Kits

Our customizable military thermal
imaging solutions help keep vision
systems up to date and military vehicles
on the road, enhancing & improving their
crew’s operability.

Upgrade kits are cost-effective thermal
imaging solutions for modernization.
The kits preserve the same user
interface and basic functionalities but
yield significant improvements.
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LOCAL SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS
& DRIVER VISION ENHANCERS
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Tavor SA

Key Features

The Tavor SA is a dual-sensor Driver Viewer Enhancer

IR & CCD/CMOS Sensors

(DVE) including a thermal camera in a ruggedized

IR 640 x 480 17μ

housing and based on Opgal's proprietary image

Field-Proven

processing capabilities.

Heavy-Duty Ruggedized Design

This field-proven camera provides a 24/7 ultimate

MIL-STD 810 Certified

vision solution for a wide range of military armored

Ethernet Output

vehicles.
It ensures increased situational awareness through a

Key Benefits

visible camera and a thermal camera for visibility in
complete darkness and difficult weather conditions,

Ground and Naval Applications

ensuring crew safety.

Improves Survivability
Better Mission Completion Rates
Reconnaissance
Simple Installation

FPA
Uncooled
Microbolometer 17μ

Resolutuion
Thermal: 640x480
Day: 2592x1944

Scalability & Flexibility:
Different Levels of Solutions

Key Application
Operating Temperature
SA 110°: -33°C to +65°C
SA 90°: -40°C to +70°C

Operating Voltage
18-32 VDC (MIL-STD-1275)

Environmental
IP67, Front Window
MIL-STD-810F
MIL-STD-461F

HFOV & Focus Range
SA 110°
SA 90°
135°
60°
5m to ∞
2m to ∞

Driver vision enhancement for night driving
Situational awareness under armor
Observation
Vision solution for unmanned vehicles
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Tavor SM

Key Benefits

The Tavor SM is a highly compact camera for 24/7

Enables driving in complete darkness,
through smoke, dust and dirt.

situational awareness, facilitating driving in complete
darkness and difficult visibility conditions.

Easy installation in all types of vehicles
enabled by low mechanical profile.

Comprising a thermal imaging camera based on

Digital zoom x1 to x7 (steps of 0.1)

Opgal's proprietary image processing capabilities,
the Tavor SM is ruggedized and uses hard carbon

Wide variety of lenses can be provided

coated optics.

MIL-STD-38999 one single connector

This camera provides an effective vision solution for

Sealed enclosure - IP67

a wide range of military armored vehicles.

Optional Accessories
Ruggedized carrying case
Mechanical adaptor (camera attachment
base)

FPA
Uncooled
Microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
Thermal: 640x480

Sunshield assembly

Key Application
Operating Temperature
-40°C to +70°C

Environmental
IP67 / IP65

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01

Operating Voltage
Camera: 4-14 VDC
Screen: 6.4": 18-32 VDC (MIL-STD 1275)
or 7": 12-32 VDC
HFOV & Focus Range
90° x 68° / 44° x 33°

Driver vision enhancement for night driving
Situational awareness under armor
Observation
Vision solution for unmanned vehicles
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Tavor PS

Key Features

The Tavor PS is a self-contained driver vision enhancer

Digital Zoom (x2 and x4)

(DVE) system for armored vehicles. It comprises

Plug and Play Vision Solution

a thermal imaging camera with an optional visible

45° Horizontal FoV

camera as an upgrade that fits into an existing

Real Time Image Processing

periscope housing.

Mechanical Shutter

It allows localized situational awareness and the

Optional Ruggedized Carrying Case

ability to drive in complete darkness and difficult
visibility conditions.

Compatible Vehicles

The Tavor PS also comes equipped with a user-friendly
high-resolution LCD screen (in-vehicle) that provides

FOX 2

M60

a crisp picture of the landscape.

PUMA

T90

ACV 8x8

T72

BOXER

CENTAURO 2

MARDER

LEOPARD 2

FPA
Uncooled
Microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
Thermal: 640x480
Day: 1280x1024

BMP

Key Application
Operating Temperature
-40ºC to +75ºC

Digital Zoom
x2 and x4

Driver vision enhancement for night driving
Situational awareness under armor
Observation

Environmental
MIL-STD 810FF

Lens
13mm, F#1.0,
ruggedized lens with fixed focus

Vision solution for unmanned vehicles

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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Tavor BS

Key Benefits

The Tavor BS is a compact DVE for 24/7 situational

Enables driving in complete darkness,
through smoke, dust and dirt.

awareness, facilitating driving in complete darkness
and difficult visibility conditions.

Modular kit - each component can
be supplied separately.

Comprising a thermal imaging camera based on

Variety of wide viewing angle (up to 64°
horizontal).

Opgal's proprietary image processing capabilities,
the Tavor BS is ruggedized and uses hard carbon

Off the shelf supply - short time to market.

coated optics.

Highly affordable and cost-effective.

This camera provides an effective vision solution for
a wide range of military armored vehicles. Tavor BS

User-friendly operation, easy installation.

has the option for a sturdy in-vehicle, high-resolution
LCD screen providing a crisp picture of the landscape

Optional Accessories

ahead or behind (refer to Tavor BS DVE Kits).

Ruggedized carrying case
Mechanical adaptor (camera attachment
base)
Camera protecting steel cover

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
384x288, 17μ
640x480, 17μ

Modular kit - each component supplied
separately

Key Application
Operating Temperature
-30°C to +60°C

Remote Control
RS 422 or RS 232

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01

Operating Voltage
7-9 VDC,
18-32 VDC (MIL-STD 1275)

FOV (HxV)
64°x48°, 54°x40°,
40°x30°, 57°x43°

Driver vision enhancement for night driving
Situational awareness under armor
Observation
Vision solution for unmanned vehicles
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Tavor 180° LSA Kits

Key Features

The fortified nature of armored vehicles means that

Full HD Visible Channel

visibility and Situational Awareness (SA) is limited.

24/7 Surveillance Capabilities

Early driver vision technology had a very narrow Field

Forward Driving, Rear Driving, and Full LSA

of View (FoV) and was severely limiting.

Athermal Optics

Opgal's thermal imaging solutions can provide a wide

Battle Proven

FoV up to 360° for 24/7 operation in various weather
conditions.

Key Application

The Tavor 180° kits consist of a suite of multi-sensor
Tavor SM cameras mounted on the sides, front,

Driver vision enhancement for night driving

and back of armored vehicles to give 180° vision

Long or short-range threat assessment

for effective Local Situational Awareness (LSA).

Target detection and recognition.

Customer-based modifications are available on

Threat identification while vehicle is
stationary or mobile.

request.

Human Rec/Iden
65m / 35m

Day Camera Resolution
1216 x 1936
1456 x 1936

Types of Threat
IEDs
Vehicles, both friendly and enemy
Anti-tank missiles

Operating Temperature
-30°C to +70°C

Video
Thermal: Analog
Day Cam: GigE Vision

Operating Voltage
12 VDC
18-32 VDC (MIL-STD-1275) Optional

Geographical obstacles
Human targets near and far, as well as on
high floors in urban areas

FOV (H x V)
Thermal Camera: 90° x 68°
Day Camera: 96.8° x 79.4° / 81.9° x 61.2°

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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Tavor BS DVE Kits

Key Features

The Tavor BS DVE Kits are complete systems

Modular kit

comprised of a thermal imaging camera, a high-

24/7 Surveillance Capabilities

resolution LCD screen in several size options, and

Ideal for low visibility conditions

an adaptor.

Dedicated cables

The kit gives you an instant plug-and-play Local

User-friendly interface

Situational Awareness (LSA) solution for low visibility
conditions that would otherwise make driving difficult
or impossible.

Key Application

The kits provide off-the-shelf, optimum vision, and

Driver Vision Enhancer (DVE) for night driving

improved LSA, 24/7 in all weather conditions. Each

Long or short-range threat assessment

component is available separately.

Target detection and recognition.
Threat identification while vehicle is
stationary or mobile.

Human Rec/Iden
200m/100m, 40m/70m,
105m/60m, 90m/50m,
50m/25m

Screen Size
4” / 6.4” / 7” / 10.4”

Operating Temperature
-40°C to +60°C

Operating Voltage
18-32 VDC (MIL-STD 1275)

Environmental
IP67, Front Window

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01

Types of Threat
IEDs
Vehicles, both friendly and enemy
Anti-tank missiles

FOV (HxV)
28°x21°, 40°x30°,
50°x38°, 57°x43°, 90°x67°

Geographical obstacles
Human targets near and far, as well as on
high floors in urban areas
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Tavor SA 360° Kit

Key Features

The Tavor SA 360° SA Kit includes four (with the

IR & CCD/CMOS Sensors

option for six) ruggedized dual-sensor Driver Vision

IR VGA Camera 17μ

Enhancer (DVE) cameras for armored vehicles. A

Visible Channel 1/3” CCD

monitor displays all camera feeds on one screen with
real-time low latency video delivery in several matrix

Ethernet Output

configurations.

Mutiple Video Matrix Display Options

It affords increased situational awareness through a

Optional Up to 24 H of Continuous Recording

visible camera and a thermal camera for visibility in

Key Benefits

complete darkness and difficult weather conditions,
ensuring crew safety.

Compact 360° SA Solution

Our solutions are field-proven worldwide and

Field Proven System

manufactured to the highest military standards.

Multiple video channels on one screen
Simple Installation

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
Thermal: 640x480
Day: VGA

Scalability & Flexibility:
Different Levels of Solutions

Key Application
Full Rear Coverage

Operating Temperature
-40° C to +70° C

Operating Voltage
24 VDC I5W (MIL-STD 1275 18-32
VDC)

Advanced DVE
Observation: Wide Angle Views
Vision solution for unmanned vehicles

Environmental
MIL-STD 81OF/G/GM
IP68

FOV
Thermal: 50° x 90°
Day: 60° x 100°

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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The compulsion to defend ourselves is always stronger than
the desire to conquer.
Theodor Kallifatides
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
& SIGHTS FOR WEAPON
STATIONS

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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Arbel AT/AD/TR

Key Features

The Arbel is a thermal camera solution for military and

Improved DRI performance

paramilitary mid-range observation and situational

Variety of lens configurations

awareness. This Dual Field of View (DFoV) Arbel

On demand auto-focus

camera range provides a wide and narrow field of
view while retaining sight on the target. They are

Remote controlled X-Y pixel shift of the image

field-proven on weapon sights and weapon stations

Supports VMD software

to detect mid-range targets in total darkness and
through dust and smoke.

Key Benefits

Developed to withstand harsh environmental
conditions, including rain, direct sunlight, high humidity,

Standalone and/or OEM thermal camera

dust, vibration, and shocks, and qualified according

Rugged design: water, sand and dust sealed

to MIL-STD.

Auto BPR real-time algorithm makes it
suitable for military, paramilitary and
surveillance

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
640x480

Key Application
Ground and naval applications
Weapon sights and weapon stations

Operating Temperature
-40°C to +60°C

Operating Voltage
12 VDC

Environmental
MIL–STD 810,
SRS Gunfire shocks, IP65,
IP67 (optional)

FOV (HxV)*
AD: W: 14.3° x 10.8°, N: 4.6° x 4.3°

Replacing/upgrading old cooled systems
Military/paramilitary surveillance
awareness

* Wide (W) and Narrow (N)

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01
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Hurricane EO Sight

Key Features

The Hurricane is a dual-channel thermal and visible

Bore-sighted

camera for medium and long-range observation and

Remote controlled using RS422

Remote-Controlled Weapon Stations (RCWS).

Laser Range Finder with multiple object
capability

The system has the option for a Laser Range Finder
(LRF) and a laser pointer.
The Hurricane comes with an optional portable control

Key Benefits

and display unit, facilitating ease of operation. It's
sturdy enough for mounting on an RCWS, is MIL-STD

Cost-effective EO sight

810 certified, and is designed to withstand harsh

Modular and flexible

weather and environmental conditions.

Rugged and sealed design

Key Application
Gunner Sight for Armored Vehicles

FPA
Uncooled
Microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
Thermal: 640x480
Day: 1080p (FHD)

Operating Temperature
-40° C to +70° C

Operating Voltage
24 VDC nominal, compliant with
MIL-STD-1275D

Zoom
Continuous zoom
experience

FOV (HxV)
Thermal: 4.6° x 3.5°, 14.3° x 10.7°
Day: 2.3° to 63.7° (x30 optical)

2021 DEF-CAT-VR01

Remote Weapon Stations
Intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance,
and situational awareness
Ground-stationary, ground-mobile, and
naval applications
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Golan

Key Features

The Golan is a ruggedized thermal imager with 25-

Supports VMD software

225mm continuous zoom optics that can detect a

Automatic focus

human target at more than 6km.

Remote-controlled

It is ideal for medium or long-range observation

Input voltage protection communication line
interruptions and interferences protection
(low, high, reverse, spikes).

applications, including integration with weapon-sights.
The camera's protective metal enclosure can withstand

High-sensitivity, long-wave thermal-imaging
sensor detects targets in total darkness and
through dust and smoke

the most extreme weather conditions, such as
shipboard and APC vibrations, M113 APC, marine
corrosion, high humidity, water immersion, and rain.

Key Benefits

It can be used standalone or as an OEM sensor to be
integrated into surveillance and observation systems.

Modular and flexible
Rugged and sealed design
Can be an OEM camera to be integrated in
surveillance and other systems

FPA
Uncooled
Microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
Thermal: 640x480

Key Application
Remote Controlled Weapon Stations

Operating Temperature
-40° C to +70° C

Operating Voltage
24 VDC nominal, compliant with
MIL-STD-1275D

Zoom
Continuous zoom
experience

FOV (HxV)
Thermal: 4.6° x 3.5°, 14.3° x 10.7°

Intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance,
and situational awareness
Ground-stationary, ground-mobile, and
naval applications
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EyeLite 640

Key Features

The EyeLite 640 is a cooled continuous zoom thermal

Powerful electronic continuous zoom with
wide dynamic range

imaging camera.

Optical continuous zoom for long-range
observation

Featuring a modular design, it provides flexible
configurations for medium and long-range applications.

Optional 700mm focal length lens extender

The EyeLite 640 is adaptable to meet specific customer
requirements, from a standalone sealed camera to an
open-frame design.

Key Benefits

It's used in remote-controlled weapon stations (RCWS),

Highly stabilized, rugged, compact and lowweight structure

integrated into gimbals, pan-tilt observation stations,
and other fixed or mobile platforms.

Open frame or sealed configuration for
maritime conditions

The continuous zoom lens maintains the line of sight
with the target.

FPA
InSb
15-30μ

Rugged and sealed design: MIL-STD 810F

Resolution
640x480

Key Application
Weapon sights and weapon stations
Military and paramilitary surveillance
Airborne, ground and naval applications

Operating Temperature
-30˚C to +60˚C
(depends on model)

Operating Voltage
28V nominal (18V - 32V)

Zoom
Continuous Optical Zoom

FOV
29.8˚ to 2.0˚, 11.9˚ to 0.8˚, 29.8˚ to
2.0˚, 11.9˚ to 0.8˚, 29.8˚ to 2.0˚
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UPGRADE SOLUTIONS
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Commander Sight Kit

Key Features

The Commander Sight Kit upgrade gives armored

Remote controlled X-Y pixel shift

vehicle crews the ability to reconnoiter, identify, and

Dual Field of View lens

tag targets at close range or greater distances, 24/7,

Optional: additional W-FOV camera (for PIP)

and under limited visibility conditions such as dust,

Optional: Gunner & DVE video input

fog, and rain. It fits as an upgrade for the former Image

Auto BPR real time algorithm

Intensified (I²) Night-Vision channel and comes with
an AMOLED 800x600 eyepiece.
Designed around our Arbel thermal camera, it has a
wide or narrow field of view option (other cameras
available on request). It is ruggedized to IP65 with

Key Benefits

optional IP66 to withstand harsh environmental

Improves DRI performance

conditions, including vibrations and shocks.

Supports VMD software
Multiple FOV options

Vehicle DRI
7.6km / 3.6km / 2.0km

Resolution
640x480

Key Application
MBTs, eavy IFVs, and light tanks

Human DRI
4.4km / 1.6km / 0.8km

Operating Voltage
12 VDC or 18 - 32 VDC (MIL-STD
1275)

Video Output
CCIR or RS - 170
(PAL or NTSC)

FOV
N-FOV 4.6° x 3.5°
W-FOV 14.3° x 10.8°

Peri-telescopes and episcopes
refurbishment
Commander sight upgrade
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Gunner Sight Kit

Key Features

The Gunner Sight Kit upgrade gives gunners increased

Uncooled thermal channel

visual range to identify and acquire targets and a

Optics built to specifications

clearer view in limited visibility situations.

Single or multi FOV

Available for a wide range of tanks and armored

Remotely controlled by the fire control
system

vehicles, our field-tested gunner sight kit is a costeffective solution for the upgrade of the former Image
Intensified (I²) Night-Vision device.
The thermal channel includes an uncooled high

Key Benefits

sensitivity core that fits into the existing thermal
channel housing in MBTs, light tanks, and heavy IFVs.

Modular and flexible
The thermal channel replaces the Image
Intensified (I²) Night-Vision device
Available for a wide range of tanks and
armored vehicles

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17 μm

Resolution
640x480

Key Application
MBTs, eavy IFVs, and light tanks

Time to Image
<5 seconds

Operating Voltage
12 VDC

Video Output
Analog,
Camera link BT656 / TTL

Telescope Options
85mm: 5.6° x 4.2°
100mm: 4.2° x 3.1°
120mm: N: 2.8°x2.1° / M: 8.9°x6.7° / W: 24°x18°
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TKN Upgrade Kit

Key Features

Our TKN Upgrade Kit is an advanced thermal imaging

24/7 Thermal Imaging

modernization solution for the commander periscope's

Modified Prism

former 2nd generation Image Intensified (I²) Night-

ITAR Free

Vision channel.

Vox Core

The upgrade ensures better local situational awareness

OLED Image Display

and enhanced vision capabilities, including in complete
darkness, and is available for a wide range of tanks
and armored vehicles.The upgrade kit comes with an

Key Benefits

uncooled thermal imaging camera, providing best-

Cost Effective

in-class video processing capabilities in extreme

Simple self-installation

weather and impaired visual conditions such as fog,
rain, and snow; while preserving the TKN periscope

Increased Visual Range

user interface and basic functionalities.

A Variety of easily customizable options

Key Application
FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17 μm

Resolution
640x480

Operating Temperature
-40°c to +65°C

Operating Voltage
24-28VDC (MIL-STD-1275)

Environmental
MIL-STD-810

FOV
HFOV 12.4mm
VFOV 9.3mm

Fits BMP’s, BTR’s and T55’s
Enhanced Commander Vision
for Improved Operation
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TPN Upgrade Kit

Key Features

Our gunner sight kit upgrade replaces the old TPN

Long Range Thermal Channel

periscope Image Intensified (I²) Night-Vision channel

Manual Focus

with state-of-the-art thermal imaging technology.

OLED Based Eyepiece

The thermal camera increases the gunners' visual
range for identifying and acquiring targets in all

Key Benefits

lighting and weather conditions. The kit comes with
an advanced uncooled thermal imaging core, a long-

Modular and flexible

range aperture lens, an electronic control panel, and a

Rugged and sealed design

new high-resolution OLED-based eyepiece. It provides

A Variety of easily customizable options

significant improvements while preserving the same
user interface and basic functionalities of the original
TPN periscope. It can be seamlessly integrated with

Key Application

various tanks and has a range of options, including

Electro-Optical Components for
Periscope Upgrade

video recording and display monitors.

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
640x480

Operating Temperature
-40°c to +65°C

Operating Voltage
24-28VDC (MIL-STD-1275)

Environmental
MIL-STD-810

FOV
HFOV 2.7°
VFOV 2.0°
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EYER CORE
OEM SOLUTIONS
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EyeR Core VV-XS/VA-XS

Key Features

Our most compact thermal imaging core provides the

VGA 640x480 resolution

ideal solution - without compromise.

<50mK Sensitivity

This uncooled micro-core with optional high-sensitivity

USB2.0 (Linux or Android)

detector comes with multiple lens configurations,

External Sync

giving customers flexibility for seamless integration.

Lens: Fixed Focus Athermalized

The core provides raw 16-bit video, enabling hosts

Mil-STD-810G

to perform advanced video-image processing and

SDK with image processing

analytics necessary for specific applications.

Key Benefits
Ideal for mini-sized applications
SWaP: Size, Weight, Power/Performance
TECless operation
Raw data processing by user

mK

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
640x480

NETD
<50mK (32mK Optional)

Shutter
Shutterless

Seamless integration (SDK included)
16-bit digital video output

Key Application
Power Consumption
5VDC 1.35W (via USB)

Drones

Core Dimensions (mm)
31.3 x 31 x 31
(without interface card)

Remote Controlled Robots
Any small-sized application
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EyeR Core VV

Key Features

This is a high-sensitivity, uncooled thermal imaging

High Sensitivity <32mK

core. The core uses algorithms for TECless operation.

Compact & Lightweight

With its exceptional sensitivity, it’s ideal for long-

One Control Channel (for core & lens)

range observations. The 32mK sensor provides a

Mil-STD-810G

detailed image, discerning between slight temperature

Supports a wide range of zoom lenses, or a
fixed focus Athermalized lens

differences.
Designed for OEM thermal imaging solutions, EyeR
Core VV offers a flexible solution for various defense

Key Benefits

and HLS applications. Opgal's "one communication
protocol fits all" technology enables easy integration,

TECless operation

as well as high customization.

Perfect for mini-sized applications
Ruggedized for harsh environments and wide
temperature range

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Resolution
640x480

Key Application
Remote Controlled Weapon Stations

mK

NETD
32mK

Shutter
Shutterless / Shutter

Power Consumption
12VDC <2W

Core Dimensions (mm)
39.2 x 48.5 x 39.2
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EyeR Core VA

Key Features

The EyeR Core VA is a versatile longwave infrared
(LWIR) platform. Equipped with Opgal’s imageprocessing capabilities, this high-end thermal imaging
core supports advanced algorithms, allowing TECless
and shutterless operations.

High Sensitivity <50mK
Compact and Lightweight
Digital Video: 50 Hz /60 Hz 16-bit CL
One Control Channel (for core & lens)
Supports Fixed Athermalized, Zoom and
Dual FoV lenses

This full-featured VGA 17μ thermal core can be fitted
with small optical lenses, reducing costs, size, and
weight. The VA is specifically designed for OEM
thermal imaging solutions, with multiple connectivity
options. It is the ideal choice for Driver Vision
Enhancement systems and Situational Awareness
kits. This compact and adaptable core fits an array of
applications, enabling flexible integration at low costs.

FPA
Uncooled
microbolometer 17μ

Key Benefits
Size and homogeneous shape
High frame rate at low latency
Wide temperature range

Resolution
640x480

Key Application
Unattended Target Recognition Systems

mK

NETD
<50mK

Shutter
Shutterless / Shutter

Power Consumption
7-14VDC; ~2W

Core Dimensions (mm)
34.2 x 48 x 38

Situational Awareness
Driver Vision Enhancement
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Knowing the enemy enables you to take the offensive. Knowing
yourself enables you to stand on the defensive.
Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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Defend Yourself with Opgal
Opgal has been operating worldwide for over 40 years. We have installed our thermal cameras, cores, and
open frame cameras in countless applications for military, HLS, and industrial solutions, each tailormade
specifically for a specific project.
Many of our systems guard airports, borders, and different

enhanced vision systems for aircraft and armored vehicles,

sensitive facilities. Unique OEM solutions of the core are

gimbaled observation units, and so forth.

renowned defense systems and civilian applications; From a
monitoring solution for excavators to naval solutions, handheld law enforcement thermal imaging solutions, drones,

Often such projects are confidential, and we can’t write
much about them.
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Demonstration

You don’t always need the most modern gadget out
there to get the job done.
What you need is to see in low to zero visibility
conditions. Since seeing is believing, we happily
put our cameras to the test face-to-face with our
competitors. Our dedicated team travels all over the
world to conduct live demonstrations.
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Installation

You are not alone.
Our team will personally guide you through the
entire pre-sale process, development, testing, and
installation. Custom-made solutions are one of our
core competencies, and you have a say in it all. You
are our top priority. Together, we will make your project
a success.

Support

When you buy our thermal camera, you create a
partnership.
Opgal ensures product longevity by offering technical
support, an extended warranty, repair services, as well
as on-site maintenance, and temporary replacement
units to keep your observation equipment up and
running 24/7, 365 days a year.

24/7

Defense Solutions
It is important also to consider, that the surest means of avoiding war is to
be prepared for it in peace.
Joseph Story

Contact Opgal Today
CONTACT US

info@opgal.com | www.opgal.com |

Tel: +972 4 995 3903

